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TUESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1922.

Whitehall, 28th August, 1922.
His Majesty the KING has been graciously

pleased to award the Edward Medal to William
King and Thomas Atkinson Whitehead, em-
ployed by Messrs. Brotherton and Company
Limited, Tar Distillers, Wear Fuel Works,
South Dock, Sunderland, in the following cir-
cumstances : —>

The stills used at the works are large cylin-
ders ten feet in diameter and twenty feet deep.
While one of these stills was standing empty,
and, as it was thought, disconnected from the
adjoining stills, a workman named Dougherty
descended it by means of a rope ladder through
the small manhole, fifteen inches in diameter,
in the cover. "When he reached the bottom he
collapsed. His mate realising that gas must
have accumulated in the still, immediately
shouted for help and ran to get a rope. A
workman named George Rogers, who was work-
ing near, without waiting for a rope, imme-
diately went down the still for the purpose of
rescuing Dougherty, but he also was overcome.
Other workmen had arrived in the meantime,
and one of them, William King, at once
entered the still with a handkerchief round
his mouth and a rope attached to his tJody.
He was overcome and had to be pulled out.
Thereupon Whitehead made two attempts to
reach the men at the bottom of the still, first

equipped with a gauze respirator and then
with a hood with oxygen pumped into it, but
on both occasions he had to be pulled out.
King then made a further attempt at rescue,
and went in wearing a respirator and having
a safety-belt round his body. By this time
other workmen had removed the pitch-pipe
from the bottom of the still and began to force
air in, and in the second attempt King was
successful in reaching the men who had bee.'i
overcome. He attached ropes to the bodies
and they were drawn out; artificial respiration
was tried but they were found to be dead.

The danger due to sulphuretted hydrogen
accumulating in the still was well known in the?
works, and King and Whitehead were fully
aware of the risks they ran; they acted
promptly and courageously and showed cool-
ness and intelligence in the measures taken for
the attempted rescue of their fellow-workmen.

Factory Department, Home Office,
September 1, 1922.

The Chief Inspector of Factories has
appointed Dr. T. C. McKenzie to be Certifying
Surgeon under the Factory and Workshop
Acts for the Smethwick district of the county
of Stafford.


